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CONTEXT AND POLICY ISSUES
Surgical site infections (SSIs) account for approximately 20% of all compromised wounds in the
Canadian healthcare setting.1 It is estimated that 6.3% of surgical wounds in Canada result in
infection.2 An overall SSI rate of 2.5% was reported in a sample of hospitalized adults across
Canada.3 In addition to increasing the risk of morbidity, delayed recovery, and prolonged
hospital stay,4 SSIs may increase Canadian healthcare costs associated with surgical
procedures.5 It is estimated that the incidence of SSIs could be reduced by over 50% with the
implementation of various evidence-based prevention strategies.6 Risk factors for SSIs include
patient related factors (e.g., diabetes, obesity), category of wound (e.g., clean, cleancontaminated), bacterial species, and hospital-related infection prevention measures.7 Sutures
may act as a medium for bacterial growth and it has been demonstrated by in-vitro8 and in-vivo
animal studies9 that antimicrobial coating may reduce the risk of SSIs. Antimicrobial sutures,
which are currently commercially limited to triclosan coated sutures (TCS) (e.g., Vicryl
[polyglactin 910] Plus, Monocryl [poliglecaprone 25] Plus, PDS [polydioxanone] Plus), are
targeted for the prevention of SSIs. Although antimicrobial sutures are more costly than
conventional sutures,10 if effective for SSI prevention they may reduce surgery related costs.
The reported clinical efficacy of antimicrobial sutures is inconsistent, with some systematic
reviews reporting an overall benefit,11 while others do not.12 A previous CADTH report
summarized evidence suggesting that TCS reduced SSIs compared to non-coated sutures.13
This report will provide an update and augment a recent CADTH Rapid Response reference
list.14
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1.

What is the clinical effectiveness of antibacterial sutures for the prevention of surgical site
infections?

2.

What are the adverse events associated with antibacterial suture use, including the
development of drug-resistant bacteria?

Disclaimer: The Rapid Response Service is an information service for those involved in planning and providing health care in
Canada. Rapid responses are based on a limited literature search and are not comprehensive, systematic reviews. The intent is to
provide a list of sources of the best evidence on the topic that CADTH could identify using all reasonable efforts within the time
allowed. Rapid responses should be considered along with other types of information and health care considerations. The
information included in this response is not intended to replace professional medical advice, nor should it be construed as a
recommendation for or against the use of a particular health technology. Readers are also cautioned that a lack of good quality
evidence does not necessarily mean a lack of effectiveness particularly in the case of new and emerging health technologies, for
which little information can be found, but which may in future prove to be effective. While CADTH has taken care in the preparation
of the report to ensure that its contents are accurate, complete and up to date, CADTH does not make any guarantee to that effect.
CADTH is not liable for any loss or damages resulting from use of the information in the report.
Copyright: This report contains CADTH copyright material and may contain material in which a third party owns copyright. This
report may be used for the purposes of research or private study only. It may not be copied, posted on a web site,
redistributed by email or stored on an electronic system without the prior written permission of CADTH or applicable copyright
owner.
Links: This report may contain links to other information available on the websites of third parties on the Internet. CADTH does not
have control over the content of such sites. Use of third party sites is governed by the owners’ own terms and conditions.

3.

What are the guidelines for using antibacterial sutures for wound closure?

4.

What is the cost-effectiveness of using antibacterial sutures for wound closure?

KEY FINDINGS
Clinical evidence of varying quality suggests that the use of antimicrobial sutures reduces SSI
incidence compared to non-antimicrobial sutures, and evidence from one non-Canadian
economic evaluation suggests that antimicrobial sutures are cost-effective from healthcare,
payer, and societal perspectives for prevention of SSIs. No relevant literature was available on
adverse events (including development of drug-resistant bacteria), or guidelines for using
antimicrobial sutures for wound closure.
METHODS
Literature Search Strategy
A limited literature search was conducted on key resources including PubMed, The Cochrane
Library (2014, Issue 10), University of York Centre for Reviews and Dissemination (CRD)
databases, Canadian and major international health technology agencies, as well as a focused
Internet search. No filters were applied to limit retrieval by study type. Where possible, retrieval
was limited to the human population. The search was also limited to English language
documents published between April 1, 2014 and October 24, 2014. Additional references were
drawn from a previous report on the same topic, including English language documents
published between April 1, 2013 and April 1, 2014.
Selection Criteria and Methods
One reviewer screened citations and a second reviewer selected studies. In the first level of
screening, titles and abstracts were reviewed and potentially relevant articles were retrieved and
assessed for inclusion. The final selection of full-text articles was based on the inclusion criteria
presented in Table 1.

Population
Intervention
Comparator
Outcomes

Study Designs

Table 1: Selection Criteria
Adults undergoing surgery
Subgroups: Colorectal surgery
Antimicrobial or antibacterial sutures
Non-antimicrobial/antibacterial sutures
Q1: Surgical site infections
Q2: Adverse events/harms
Q3: Guidelines
Q4: Cost-Effectiveness
Heath technology assessment reports, systematic reviews, metaanalyses, randomized controlled trials, non-randomized studies,
economic evaluations, evidence based guidelines.
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Exclusion Criteria
Studies were excluded if they did not satisfy the selection criteria, if they were duplicate
publications, or if they were published prior to 2013.
Health technology assessments, meta-analyses, systematic reviews, non-randomized studies
and evidence-based guidelines were excluded if there was incomplete reporting of methods or if
they were superseded by a more recent, rigorous, or updated review or guideline. Randomized
controlled trials (RCTs) were excluded if they were described in a systematic review included in
this report. Economic evaluations that reported costs and were not cost-effectiveness or costutility analyses were also excluded. Articles were excluded if there were duplicate publications
of the same study.
Critical Appraisal of Individual Studies
Key methodological aspects relevant to each study design were appraised. Systematic review
appraisal followed the AMSTAR checklist15 and the methods used when conducting the
literature search, study selection, quality assessment, data extraction, and for summarizing the
data were appraised. For non-randomized studies, the Downs and Black checklist16 was
followed. Appropriateness and comparability of cases and controls, blinding, recruitment timeframes, losses to follow-up, consideration of confounders, and completeness of reporting were
appraised.16 For economic evaluations, Drummond’s checklist17 was used to appraise study
design, data collection, and analysis and interpretation of results. For each type of study,
numeric scores were not calculated, instead the individual strengths and limitations were
described narratively.
SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE
Quantity of Research Available
A total of 155 citations were identified in the literature search. Following screening of titles and
abstracts, 142 citations were excluded and 13 potentially relevant reports from the electronic
search were retrieved for full-text review. One potentially relevant publication was retrieved from
the grey literature search. Of these 14 potentially relevant articles, five publications were
excluded for various reasons, while nine publications met the inclusion criteria and were
included in this report. One included systematic review and meta-analysis18 was assessed
within the earlier CADTH report.13 The study selection process is detailed in the PRISMA
flowchart (Appendix 1).
Summary of Study Characteristics
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
Four systematic reviews18-21, and four non-randomized studies10,22-24 regarding the clinical
effectiveness of antimicrobial sutures were retrieved and study details are described in Table A1
and A2 in Appendix 2. No relevant evidence-based guidelines were identified.
There was a substantial degree of overlap among the four systematic reviews. Of 23 single
RCTs, fourteen appeared in at least two of the four reviews. Nine RCTs were unique to a single
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review; six contained within the Wang et al.18 review and one in each of the other three
reviews.19-21 Only one RCT25 was contained within all four reviews. These differences were
partially attributed to search date ranges and varying inclusion criteria (e.g. only abdominal
surgery RCTs included in the Diener et al.20 study).
The systematic review and meta-analysis by Daoud et al.,19 included 15 RCTs comparing
various TCS to various non-antimicrobial sutures. The primary endpoint of interest was
incidence of SSIs, defined by United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
(Appendix 3) or alternate criteria. Sub-group analyses were conducted for mode of blinding,
CDC incision class, and operation type. The included trials were published between 2005 and
2013. Twelve studies were multicentre and three were single centre trials. Nine studies were
double blinded, two were assessor blind, and four were open-label. Sample sizes ranged from
61 to 856, for a total of 4800 patients; 2323 randomized to treatment and 2477 randomized to
control. Length of follow-up ranged from 14 days to 14 months. Thirteen studies included adult
populations, one included children, and one included both. Studies focused on general, shunt
implant, appendectomy, abdominal, breast, colorectal, vein harvesting, and cardiac surgeries.
All four CDC classes of surgical wounds were included.
The systematic review and meta-analysis by Diener et al.,20 included five RCTs comparing
various TCS to various non-antimicrobial sutures. The primary endpoint of interest was
incidence of SSIs. Subgroup analysis of all trials excluding the PROUD study was conducted.
The included trials were published between 2011 and 2014. The study included two multicentre
and three single centre trials. Method of blinding was not reported. Sample sizes ranged from
184 to 1185 for a total of 3020 patients; 1557 randomized to treatment and 1463 randomized to
control. Length of follow-up was not reported. Only studies focused on abdominal surgery were
included. All four CDC classes of surgical wounds were assessed.
The systematic review and meta-analysis conducted by Sajid et al.,21 included seven RCTs
comparing various TCS to various non-antimicrobial sutures. The primary endpoint of interest
was incidence of SSIs. Sub-group analysis was not conducted. The included trials were
published between 2005 and 2011. Some form of blinding was used in five of seven studies.
Sample sizes ranged from 93 to 510 for a total of 1631 patients; 760 randomized to treatment
and 871 randomized to control. Length of follow-up ranged from 30 days to 12 months, and was
not recorded for one study. One trial was in children and the remaining six were in adults.
Studies were not restricted by type of surgery. All four CDC classes of surgical wounds were
included.
The systematic review and meta-analysis conducted by Wang et al.,18 included 17 RCTs
comparing various TCS to various non-antimicrobial sutures. The primary endpoint of interest
was incidence of SSIs. Sub-group analyses were conducted for age, wound classification,
surgery type, follow-up period, risk of bias, publication status, and brand of suture. The included
trials were published between 2005 and 2012. The study included five multicentre, 11 single
centre trials, and one trial with unspecified design. Sample sizes ranged from 52 to 450 for a
total of 3720 patients, 1726 randomized to treatment and 1994 randomized to control. Length of
follow-up ranged from 30 days to two years. Fifteen RCTs were conducted in adults and two
were conducted in children. All four CDC classes of surgical wounds were included.
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Non-Randomized Studies
The four observational studies 10,22-24 were published between 2013 and 2014. These studies
compared various TCS to various non-antimicrobial sutures. The primary endpoint for all studies
was incidence of SSIs or wound infection. These studies included patients undergoing
pancreaticoduodenectomy23, colorectal disease surgery22, gastrointestinal surgery10, and spinal
cord surgery24. Follow-up was unreported or 30 days post-surgery.
Economic Evaluation
One economic evaluation26 was retrieved and study characteristics are described in Appendix 4.
The economic evaluation26 was conducted in the United States (US) using cost-effectiveness
analyses from a hospital, third party payer, and societal perspective. A decision analytic model
constructed in TreeAge Pro 2013 and Monte Carlo probabilistic sensitivity analysis were used to
compare the cost per SSI prevented of TCS compared to standard non-antimicrobial sutures.
The report focused only on abdominal surgeries of unclear wound classification. Data was
sourced from public databases, expert opinion, and published resources. The amount of suture
used was assumed to be four times the incision length and cost varied depending on whether
SSIs were superficial or deep. Exposure to all pathogens was assumed to cause equal risk of
SSI. In addition, a 40 hour work week was assumed for productivity losses that did not consider
surgical recovery period. Evaluation of consistency of model inputs with current costs, efficacy
estimates, and SSI risk was not within the scope of this project.
Summary of Critical Appraisal
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
Study strengths and limitations are presented in Appendix 5.
All systematic reviews and meta-analyses18-21 included a comprehensive literature search of
multiple bibliographic databases and hand-searching of reference lists of retrieved reports. A
priori objectives were stated in all but one review.20 All reviews assessed included trials for
heterogeneity.
The systematic review and meta-analysis by Daoud et al.,19 was well designed and well
conducted with some reporting deficiencies. The authors referred to an earlier review11 for most
of their methods. Clinical trial registries were searched and no search restrictions based on
language or date were imposed. The number of authors involved in screening and abstraction
was unclear. A full list of included studies including descriptive characteristics was provided. A
list of excluded studies was not provided but it was reported that studies were excluded on the
basis of lacking peer review or randomization and if only reported as an abstract. Quality was
assessed by evaluating concordance with eligibility criteria, using the concentration of evidence
criteria proposed by the Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine at the University of Oxford, and
applying the Cochrane Collaboration criteria for quality and low risk of bias. However, the results
of this assessment were only discussed briefly in the results and outcome data for individual
studies was not available in text. The authors considered scientific quality in the formulation of
their conclusions. Publication bias was assessed and presented visually and statistically. No
external funding was declared, though the review this update was based on had been funded by
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Ethicon, a manufacturer of TCS and non-antimicrobial sutures.11 At the trial level, SSI diagnostic
methods and incision class were not universally reported. Authors contacted for verification or
request of information were not universally responsive. There was substantial overlap among
the reviews (14 common studies included in at least two of the four reviews), which should be
considered in perceiving the overall strength and quantity of evidence available.
The systematic review and meta-analysis by Diener et al.,20 was conducted as a secondary
analysis of an RCT and both the primary study and subsequent review were published in the
same report. It wasn’t clear whether the meta-analysis was planned a priori. In general, the
methodology and results were underreported as the focus appeared to be on the primary RCT.
Grey literature searching was limited (i.e., the authors only reported cross-searching of
reference lists of retrieved reports). No filters were applied based on publication status. The
number of authors involved in screening and abstraction was unclear. A list of included studies
was provided and characteristics were discussed in text. Characteristics of excluded studies
were not discussed or reported. Risk of bias assessment was not completed and no discussion
of study quality could be identified. Publication bias was not assessed or discussed. Funding
was provided by Johnson and Johnson, who own Ethicon, a manufacturer of TCS and nonantimicrobial sutures.
The systematic review and meta-analysis conducted by Sajid et al.,21 was well designed and
conducted. Two authors and a third arbitrator were involved in screening; it was unclear how
many authors participated in data abstraction. A search filter to exclude non-randomized trials
was applied during the search. No grey literature search was described. A list of included
studies was provided and characteristics were discussed in text. Characteristics of excluded
studies were not reported but reason for exclusion was listed in the PRIMSA flow diagram. Risk
of bias assessment used the criteria of ‘lack of adequate randomisation and intention to treat
analysis’ to represent high risk of bias. They also conducted further quality assessment based
on randomization technique, allocation concealment, power calculations, blinding, and intentionto-treat analysis. The strength of evidence was assessed using GRADE criteria. Publication bias
was not assessed or discussed. Funding sources were not declared.
The systematic review and meta-analysis by Wang et al.,18 was well designed and conducted.
Study selection was conducted independently by two authors and a third was consulted to
resolve uncertainty. Data abstraction was completed independently by two authors who crosschecked for consistency and resolved differences by discussion. Clinical trial registries were
searched but no further grey literature searching was completed. No restrictions were imposed
based on status of publication. A full list of studies and respective characteristics was provided.
Characteristics of excluded studies were not reported but reason for exclusion was listed in the
PRIMSA flow diagram. Risk of bias was assessed using the Cochrane Collaboration tool for
assessing risk of bias and a tabular summary was provided. Risk of bias was high in six trials,
low in three, and could not be determined in eight. Scientific quality of the studies was
adequately considered in formulation of the results with reference to limitations of the analysis
and deficiencies within the individual trials. Publication bias was assessed visually. Funding was
disclosed and no conflict of interest was reported.
Non-Randomized Studies
Overall the non-randomized studies were adequately designed with some design and reporting
deficiencies. All trials established a primary objective a priori. Patient demographics,
intervention, and potential confounders were clearly described. Main findings were presented
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clearly but no trials reported measures of variability alongside averages. In general, limited
adverse event reporting on wound complications was completed up until hospital discharge.
Selection and measurement bias could not be controlled due to lack of randomization and
blinding. Recruitment for treatment and control groups was conducted over different time
periods in all studies, with most studies reporting retrospective enrolment of the control group.
This selection approach introduces potential problems including an inability to control for
differences in hospital environment and infection control measures during the different time
periods. Moreover, the different selection approaches used for the TCS and control groups
introduces inconsistency in the sampling methods and may result in group differences related to
willingness to participate. Willing patients could not be differentiated from patients who declined
to participate and volunteer bias couldn’t be assessed. The results may not be generalizable to
the general surgical populations, other types of surgery, patient groups (e.g. pediatric
populations) or hospital environments. Compliance with wound care protocols was implied
though not adequately discussed for the in-hospital period, and compliance in the post-hospital
period was not discussed by any study. None of the studies reported sample size calculations in
their methods. There was no loss to follow-up reported in any of the studies.
Okada et al.,23 provided an adequate description for identifying SSIs. Incidence of SSIs was
assessed by specially trained physicians but the number of assessors wasn’t specified. The
CDC criteria were used to classify wounds. Multivariate analysis was not conducted. All patients
were followed up to 30 days post-op. Groups were recruited from a single hospital but were not
recruited over the same time period. The treatment group was significantly older, and had a
higher proportion of diabetics and smokers. The pre-operative care was consistent with CDC
guidelines.
Fraccalvieri et al.,22 provided a description for identifying SSIs but no reference was provided. In
general, it was not as comprehensive as the CDC criteria. Groups were not recruited over the
same time period. Multivariate analysis was conducted to investigate potential confounders. All
patients were followed up to 30 days post-op. There were significant differences between
baseline demographics of the case and control groups. Specifically, the treatment group had a
higher incidence of anemia, lower body mass index, and a shorter duration of surgery. Preoperative care and hospital environment wasn’t described and could not be assessed. The
source of participants was not discussed but it was assumed that a single site was used.
Hoshino et al.,10 used CDC criteria to identify SSIs. Groups were not recruited over the same
time period. Multivariate analysis was conducted to investigate potential confounders. Patients
were followed up to 30 days post-op. Most baseline demographics were similar with the
exception of C-reactive protein levels. Length of follow-up wasn’t indicated. Pre-operative care
and hospital environment wasn’t described and could not be assessed. The source of
participants was not discussed but it was assumed that a single site was used.
Ueno et al.,24 provided a thorough description for identifying SSIs but did not attribute it to any
particular guideline or criteria. In addition they failed to discuss multivariate analyses prior to
presentation of the results. Univariate analysis was conducted to investigate potential
confounders but multivariate analysis was not undertaken. Most baseline demographics were
similar. Length of follow-up wasn’t indicated. Pre-operative care and hospital environment was
described in detail. Patients were recruited from Departments of Orthopedic Surgery in
University Hospitals in Kanagawa Japan.
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Economic Evaluation
Study strengths and limitations are presented in Appendix 6.
The research question was clearly stated as an examination of the cost-effectiveness of TCS
versus non-antimicrobial sutures for the prevention of SSIs from three viewpoints. The specific
brand and suture material was not clarified for the intervention or comparator. The type of
economic model was stated but it was not justified. Sources for all model inputs and
effectiveness estimates were provided but the method of combining data from multiple sources,
as well as the original study design and limitations were not provided and could not be
assessed. Also, some model inputs were from non-aggregated sources, limiting generalizability.
The primary outcome of cost per SSI prevented was clearly stated and the incremental equation
was provided. No value based assessment was undergone so conclusions could only be made
about technical efficiency, not allocative efficiency. Productivity costs were viewpoint-specified
and clearly stated but the time-frame of productivity losses was not extended beyond duration of
hospitalization with the exception of the occurrence of mortality. The methods used to estimate
quantities and costs were not discussed; only references to the data sources were given. The
currency and price data was recorded as US dollars but no base year was given. No
adjustments for currency or inflation were noted. Details of the model were presented visually
and the description of model inputs was comprehensive. The time-horizon was not explicitly
stated but was assumed to be time to SSI given the stated outcome (prevention of SSI) and the
criteria used (CDC Criteria); long term costs were not considered. Discounting to 2013 values
using a 3% discount rate was completed. Ranges for efficacy of TCS, cost, and risk of SSI were
using in sensitivity analysis to estimate the potential variability in outcome. Justification for these
ranges was referenced but not discussed. Outcomes were reported as incremental cost
effectiveness ratios but disaggregated results were not provided. The authors provided a clear
answer to the research question and the conclusions consider appropriate caveats such as the
controversy surrounding the actual efficacy of TCS and SSI risk. The study was conducted from
the US perspective, covered only abdominal surgery and did not assess organ/space SSIs.
Therefore, generalizability to the Canadian setting, other modes of surgery, and specific
contexts (e.g. higher risk hospital environments) is limited.
Summary of Findings
What is the clinical effectiveness of antibacterial sutures for the prevention of surgical site
infections?
Detailed results are available in Appendix 7.
Overall, the findings of the four systematic reviews and meta-analyses18-20 indicated a reduction
in the incidence of SSI with the use of TCS compared to non-antimicrobial sutures. The 15
studies retrieved by Daoud et al.,19 were meta-analyzed resulting in a pooled relative risk (RR)
of 0.67 (95% confidence interval [CI], 0.54 to 0.84); I2 = 88.7%. A statistically significant
reduction in risk for SSIs was not observed for several subgroups including: assessor-blind and
open-label studies, CDC class IV incisions, and all surgical subgroups with the exception of
cerebrospinal fluid shunt implantation or revision. Sensitivity analysis suggested the results
were vulnerable to the removal of three specific trials but robust to the removal of up to two
trials. The five studies retrieved by Diener et al.,20 were meta-analyzed resulting in a statistically
significant pooled RR of 0.67 (95% CI, 0.47 to 0.98); I2 = 50%, though the clinical significance is
unclear given the imprecision in the result. The seven studies retrieved by Sajid et al.,21 were
meta-analyzed resulting in a statistically significant pooled odds ratio (OR) of 0.61 (95% CI, 0.37
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to 0.99); I2 = 29%, though the clinical significance is unclear. No sub-group analysis was
conducted. The evidence was deemed to be of moderate quality suggesting further research
may influence the estimate of effect.21 The 17 studies retrieved by Wang et al.,18 were metaanalyzed resulting in a pooled RR of 0.70 (95% CI, 0.57 to 0.85); I2 = 0.29%. Results remained
statistically significant for all subgroups except paediatric patients, contaminated or dirty surgery
(CDC class III or IV), breast and cardiac surgeries, and trials with unclear or high risk of bias.
The non-randomized studies consistently reported an association between the use of TCS and
a reduction in SSIs but this relationship was vulnerable to confounding and some studies did not
consider potential confounders. Hoshino et al.,10 reported reduced incidence of SSIs in the
treatment versus control group, however, in multivariate logistic regression analysis, the use of
Vicryl Plus was not associated with a reduction in SSIs. Rather, incidence of SSIs was
associated with the use of a laparoscope, lower American Society of Anesthesiologists physical
status score, and higher class of CDC wound classification. Fraccalvieri et al.,22 reported a
reduced incidence of SSI in the treatment versus control group. This association was persistent
in multivariate analysis, showing a significantly higher risk of wound infection in individuals who
did not receive TCS. Okada et al.,23 reported a reduction in superficial and deep SSIs but no
difference in organ/space SSIs between groups. They did not conduct multivariate analysis;
therefore the effect of TCS in the context of other infection-determining factors could not be
assessed.
What are the adverse events associated with antibacterial suture use, including the
development of drug-resistant bacteria?
Severe adverse events associated with the use of antimicrobial sutures (including the
development of drug-resistant bacteria) were not a reported outcome within any of the clinical
evidence retrieved. The Diener review20 reported 16 deaths in the PROUD study that were not
attributed to TCS, but did not report on deaths in the other included RCTs. Sajid et al.,21
reported a reduced risk (RR = 0.56 [95% CI, 0.32 to 0.98]) of post-operative complications (not
including SSIs) with the use of TCS compared to non-antimicrobial sutures, based on pooled
results from four RCTs. There was no difference in duration of hospitalization between groups.21
None of the meta-analyses18-21 assessed or reported risk of mortality as an outcome. Among the
non-randomized studies, Okada et al.,23 reported no difference in duration of hospitalization
between groups.
What are the guidelines for using antibacterial sutures for wound closure?
No relevant literature was identified; therefore, no summary can be provided.
What is the cost-effectiveness of using antibacterial sutures for wound closure?
Detailed results are available in Appendix 8.
The economic evaluation reported that under set circumstances of moderate (15%) SSI risk and
variable efficacy (5-50%) costs were saved per SSI prevented from all perspectives. Under
circumstances of 5% SSI risk and less than 10% efficacy, and 5% efficacy and less than 10%
SSI risk, hospitals and third party payers incurred extra costs per SSI prevented.
From the hospital perspective at 5% to 10% efficacy and 5% risk, or 5% efficacy and up to 10%
risk of SSI the excess cost per SSI averted was $1625 to $18870. However, at greater than
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10% efficacy and greater than 10% SSI risk cost savings per SSI averted ranged from $3750 to
$14309. From the third party payer perspective at 5 to 10% efficacy and 5% risk of SSI, or 5%
efficacy and up to 10% risk of SSI, the excess cost per SSI averted was $1071 to $17687.
However, at greater than 10% efficacy and greater than 10% SSI risk, cost savings per SSI
averted ranged from $4474 to $14577. From the societal perspective costs were saved per SSI
averted at greater than 5% efficacy and greater than 5% risk of SSI with savings ranging from
$23519 to $54704.
When suture costs were lowered ($5 per inch) in the models, cost savings were increased at
lower efficacies, whereas higher priced sutures ($20 per inch) required at least 20% TCS
efficacy to be cost-effective from the hospital and payer perspective. From the societal
perspective, suture cost had to exceed $20 per inch for extra costs to incur, assuming 5% TCS
efficacy (low).
Limitations
Clinical Evidence
The results of the four systematic reviews and meta-analyses18-20 should be interpreted
cautiously due to several limitations. A clear definition for SSI was not reported by all included
RCTs and SSI incidence was not universally reported as the primary outcome. All but one
study20 did not impose restrictions on type of surgery. This variability among surgical procedures
contributed to heterogeneity amongst trials and limits generalizability. Sub-group analyses on
type of surgery were conducted by only one study.19 Several subgroup analyses may have had
an insufficient sample size and event occurrence for robust analysis. In addition, some
important patient (e.g. diabetes, immunosuppression) and surgery (e.g. skin preparation) related
risk factors were not considered. The impact of industry funding in two trials19,20 was not
evaluated.
The results of the non-randomized studies should be interpreted in light of the following
limitations. No trials reported measures of variability alongside averages and there were
significant differences in SSI relevant baseline characteristics of the case and control groups.
Adverse event reporting was limited and generally restricted to non-critical surgery
complications up until hospital discharge. Consequently, long-term morbidity and mortality could
not be assessed. Selection bias and measurement bias could not be ruled out due to lack of
randomization and blinding, and recruitment of treatment and control groups during different
time. The results of the studies are restricted to the respective types of surgeries assessed,
which limits generalizability. Similarly, certain patients groups (i.e., pediatrics) and certain
hospital environments (e.g. those with poorly established infection prevention protocols) were
not evaluated. Compliance with wound care protocols was not assessed post-discharge and
could not be controlled for. In addition, no study disclosed sample size calculations. For the
trials that did not conduct multivariate analysis, potential confounding by other risk factors for
SSIs could not be ruled out. Some studies did not report follow-up duration.
Economic Evidence
The economic evaluation was not conducted in the Canadian context and limited to abdominal
surgery, reducing generalizability. Methodology and sources of model inputs lacked
transparency, and quality of life factors were not considered so allocative efficiency could not be
assessed.
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CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR DECISION OR POLICY MAKING
Clinical effectiveness of TCS for adults undergoing surgery was evaluated in a total of 23 RCTs
of varying quality aggregated within four systematic reviews and meta-analyses, and 4 nonrandomized studies, published between 2013 and 2014. While the overall trend was for a
reduction in the incidence of SSIs with the use of TCS versus non-antimicrobial sutures it should
be noted that imprecision in the results of two meta-analyses due to the influence of several
negative RCTs led to unclear clinical significance. Moreover, they reported subgroup analyses
showing a lack of effect in certain categories including non-double blinded trials, CDC class IV
wounds, studies that did not classify wounds by CDC criteria; colorectal, appendix, breast and
cardiac surgery; pediatric populations, and trials with unclear or high risk of bias. The
observational data followed this general trend but the effect observed in one study was
vulnerable to multivariate analysis.10 To reduce uncertainty, further clinical research
investigating TCS versus non-antimicrobial sutures may benefit from implementing a more
rigorous study design (i.e. double blind) and focusing on a specific surgical area to reduce
heterogeneity, especially in the case of systematic reviews. The observations from the clinical
evidence retrieved was in agreement with the overall conclusion of the previous CADTH
report,13 which found that the use of TCS reduced the rate of SSI compared to non-antimicrobial
sutures.
Cost effectiveness of TCS compared to non-coated sutures for adults undergoing abdominal
surgery was assessed by one economic evaluation conducted in the United States. Assuming
moderate (15%) SSI risk, TCS at variable efficacies (5-50%) would be considered cost effective
relative to non-coated sutures for preventing SSI risk from all perspectives. The generalizability
of these findings to the Canadian context and other types of surgery is unknown.
There was no recent evidence to address the issue of harms including the development of
bacterial resistance, and no evidence-based guidelines for using TCS for wound closure.
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APPENDIX 1: Selection of Included Studies
155 citations identified from
electronic literature search and
screened
142 citations excluded

1 potentially relevant
report retrieved from
other sources (grey
literature, hand
search)

14 potentially relevant articles
retrieved for scrutiny (full text, if
available)

14 potentially relevant reports

5 reports excluded:
-already included in at least one of
the selected systematic reviews (4)
-superseded by an updated review
(1)

9 reports included in review
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APPENDIX 2: Characteristics of Clinical Studies
Table A1. Characteristics of Included Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
Author, year,
funding source
9

Daoud, 2014, No
external funding

Key inclusion criteria,
N studies
Head to head RCTs (cut
off July 2013); no
language, date, or
publication restrictions
15 RCTs (n = 4800
patients)

17

Diener, 2014,
Johnson &
Johnson Medical
Limited

RCTs (cut-off July
2013); no language,
date, or publication
restrictions
5 RCTs (n = 3020
patients)

21

Sajid, 2013,
Undeclared no
conflict of interest
stated

RCTs (cut off October
2012); no language or
publication status
restrictions, filtered to
exclude non-randomized
studies

Interventions and
Comparators, Type of
Surgery
Intervention
Vicryl Plus
Monocryl Plus
PDS Plus
Comparator
Vicryl
Silk
Monocryl
PDS
Surgery type unrestricted
Intervention
Vicryl Plus
PDS Plus

Outcomes

Incidence of SSIs
Subgroup analyses:
Type of blinding
CDC incision class
Operation type

Incidence of SSIs
Subgroup analysis:
Excluding PROUD Trial

Comparator
Vicryl
PDS II
Abdominal surgery
Intervention
Antibiotic sutures
Comparator
Simple sutures

Incidence of SSIs
Subgroup analyses were
not conducted

Surgery type unrestricted
18

Wang, 2013,
Grants for Key
Clinical Centres
and Institutes and
Science Fund of
Ministry of Health
of China

7 RCTs (n = 1631)
RCTs (cut off June
2012); no language or
date of publication
restrictions
17 RCTs (n= 3720
patients)

Intervention
Vicryl Plus
Monocryl Plus
PDS plus
Comparator
Vicryl
Monocryl
PDS Plus
Silk
Non-antimicrobial

Incidence of SSIs
Subgroup analyses:
Age
Wound classification
Surgery Type
Follow-up period
Risk of bias
Publication status
Vicryl® Plus

Surgery type unrestricted
CDC = United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; SSI = surgical site infection.
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Table A2. Characteristics of Included Non-Randomized Studies
Author, year,
funding source,
country
12
Okada, 2014,
Not reported,
Japan

Study Design

Population

Interventions (n) and
Comparators (n)

Outcomes

Uncontrolled
before-after
study

Patients
undergoing
pancreaticoduo
denectomy

Intervention
Vicryl Plus,
n = 88

Incidence of
SSIs

Comparator
Vicryl,
n = 110
Fraccalvieri,
22
2013, Not
reported, Spain

10

Hoshino, 2013,
Not reported,
Japan

Uncontrolled
before-after
study

Uncontrolled
before-after
study

Patients
undergoing
colorectal
disease
surgery

Intervention
Vicryl Plus,
n = 240

Patients
undergoing
gastrointestinal
surgery

Intervention
Vicryl Plus,
n= 455

Incidence of
SSIs

Comparator
PDS Plus,
n = 240
Incidence of
wound
Infections

Comparator
Vicryl,
n= 596
24

Ueno, 2013,
Not reported,
Japan

Case-control
study

Patients
undergoing
spinal cord
surgery

Intervention
Triclosan coated sutures,
n= 200

Incidence of
wound
infections

Comparator
Non-coated sutures,
n= 205
SSI = Surgical Site Infection.
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APPENDIX 3. Centers of Disease Control and Prevention Criteria
Table A3. Criteria for Defining a SSI*
Superficial Incisional SSI
• Infection occurs within 30 days after the operation
and
• Infection involves only skin or subcutaneous tissue of the incision
and at least one of the following:
1. Purulent drainage, with or without laboratory confirmation, from the superficial incision
2. Organisms isolated from an aseptically obtained culture of fluid or tissue from the superficial incision
3. At least one of the following signs or symptoms of infection: pain or tenderness, localized swelling,
redness, or heat and superficial incision is deliberately opened by surgeon, unless incision is culturenegative.
4. Diagnosis of superficial incisional SSI by the surgeon or attending physician.
• Do not report the following conditions as SSI:
1. Stitch abscess (minimal inflammation and discharge confined to the points of suture penetration).
2. Infection of an episiotomy or newborn circumcision site.
3. Infected burn wound.
4. Incisional SSI that extends into the fascial and muscle layers (see deep incisional SSI).
Note: Specific criteria are used for identifying infected episiotomy and circumcision sites and burn wounds.
Deep Incisional SSI
• Infection occurs within 30 days after the operation if no implant† is left in place or within 1 year if implant is
in place and the infection appears to be related to the operation
and
• infection involves deep soft tissues (e.g., fascial and muscle layers) of the incision
and at least one of the following:
1. Purulent drainage from the deep incision but not from the organ/space component of the surgical site.
2. A deep incision spontaneously dehisces or is deliberately opened by a surgeon when the patient has
at least one of the following signs or symptoms: fever (>38ºC), localized pain, or tenderness, unless
site is culture-negative.
3. An abscess or other evidence of infection involving the deep incision is found on direct examination,
during reoperation, or by histopathologic or radiologic examination.
4. Diagnosis of a deep incisional SSI by a surgeon or attending physician.
Notes:
1. Report infection that involves both superficial and deep incision sites as deep incisional SSI.
2. Report an organ/space SSI that drains through the incision as a deep incisional SSI.
Organ/Space SSI
• Infection occurs within 30 days after the operation if no implant† is left in place or within 1 year if implant is
in place and the infection appears to be related to the operation
and
• infection involves any part of the anatomy (e.g., organs or spaces), other than the incision, which was
opened or manipulated during an operation
and at least one of the following:
1. Purulent drainage from a drain that is placed through a stab wound‡ into the organ/space.
2. Organisms isolated from an aseptically obtained culture of fluid or tissue in the organ/space.
3. An abscess or other evidence of infection involving the organ/space that is found on direct
examination, during reoperation, or by histopathologic or radiologic examination.
4. Diagnosis of an organ/space SSI by a surgeon or attending physician.
SSI = surgical site infection.
*Horan et al.,27 Mangram et al.,28 page 252.
†National Nosocomial Infection Surveillance definition: a nonhuman-derived implantable foreign body (e.g. prosthetic heart valve,
nonhuman vascular graft, mechanical heart, or hip prosthesis) that is permanently placed in patient during surgery
‡If the area around a stab wound becomes infected, it is not an SSI. It is considered a skin or soft tissue infection, depending on its
depth.
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Table A4. Surgical Wound Classification*
Class I/Clean
An uninfected operative wound in which no inflammation is encountered and the respiratory, alimentary,
genital, or uninfected urinary tract is not entered. In addition, clean wounds are primarily closed and, if
necessary, drained with closed drainage. Operative incisional wounds that follow nonpenetrating (blunt)
trauma should be included in this category if they meet the criteria.
Class II/Clean-Contaminated
An operative wound in which the respiratory, alimentary, genital, or urinary tracts are entered under
controlled conditions and without unusual contamination. Specifically, operations involving the biliary
tract, appendix, vagina, and oropharynx are included in this category, provided no evidence of infection or
major break in technique is encountered.
Class III/Contaminated
Open, fresh, accidental wounds. In addition, operations with major breaks in sterile technique (e.g., open
cardiac massage) or gross spillage from the gastrointestinal tract, and incisions in which acute,
nonpurulent inflammation is encountered are included in this category.
Class IV/Dirty-Infected
Old traumatic wounds with retained devitalized tissue and those that involve existing clinical infection or
perforated viscera. This definition suggests that the organisms causing postoperative infection were
present in the operative field before the operation.
*Garner et al.,29 and Simmons et al.30
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APPENDIX 4: Characteristics of Economic Studies
Table A5. Characteristics of Included Economic Evaluations
Author, year, funding
source
26

Singh, 2014 ,
National Institute of
General Medical
Sciences Models of
Infectious Disease
Agent Study and the
Pennsylvania
Department of Health

Population,
Perspective, Time
Horizon, Methods
Used
Individuals undergoing
abdominal surgery
Hospital, third party
payer and societal
perspective

Interventions and
Comparators

Intervention
Triclosan coated
sutures

Outcomes

Cost per SSI prevented

Comparator
Standard ‘uncoated’
sutures

Time to event
Cost-effectiveness
analysis, Decision
analytic model, Monte
Carlo probabilistic
sensitivity analysis

SSI = surgical site infection.
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APPENDIX 5: Critical Appraisal of Clinical Evidence
Table A6. Critical Appraisal of Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
Study, Country,
Publication Year
Daoud, 201419

Strengths
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Diener, 201420

•
•

A priori objectives stated
Heterogeneity assessed
Comprehensive literature search of
multiple databases and hand
searching of reference lists
Included studies were
comprehensively described
Quality assessment was done using
multiple methods
Publication bias assessed visually
and statistically
Subgroup and sensitivity analysis
conducted
Comprehensive literature search of
multiple databases and hand
searching of reference lists
Focused on a sub-group of surgical
procedures

Limitations
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Unclear whether meta-analysis was
planned a priori
Methodology and results
underreported
Quality assessment of included trials
was not completed
Publication bias not assessed
Influence of industry funding was not
assessed
A limited description of included
studies was provided
Limited grey literature search
A search filter to exclude nonrandomized trials was applied
Risk of bias assessment was
unclear and based on limited criteria
Publication bias was not assessed
No funding sources were declared
Limited grey literature search

•

Limited grey literature search

•
•
•
•
•

Sajid, 201321

•
•
•
•

Wang, 201318

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A priori objectives stated
Comprehensive literature search of
multiple databases and hand
searching of reference lists
Multiple authors were involved in the
screening and abstraction process
Included studies were
comprehensively described
A priori objectives stated
Comprehensive literature search of
multiple databases and hand
searching of reference lists
Multiple authors were involved in the
screening and abstraction process
Included studies were
comprehensively described
Quality assessment was completed
Publication bias was assessed
visually
Funding was disclosed
Appropriate subgroup analysis
conducted
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Number of authors involved in
screening and abstraction was
unclear
Results of quality assessment were
not described in adequate detail
Previous industry funding to the
research group was not disclosed
Limited grey literature search

•
•
•
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Table A7. Critical Appraisal of Non-Randomized Studies
Study, Country,
Publication Year
23
Okada, 2014

Strengths
•
•
•
•

22

Fraccalvieri, 2013

•
•
•
•

Primary objective reported a priori
Patient, intervention and
comparator were adequately
described
Study subjects were
representative of the specific
surgical population
CDC criteria used to categorize
wounds and for pre-operative
wound care
Primary objective reported a priori
Patient, intervention and
comparator were adequately
described
Study subjects were
representative of the specific
surgical population
Multivariate analysis conducted

Limitations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hoshino, 2013

10

•
•
•
•

Primary objective reported a priori
Patient, intervention and
comparator were adequately
described
Study subjects were
representative of the specific
surgical population
Multivariate analysis conducted

•
•
•
•
•

24

Ueno, 2013

•
•
•
•

Primary objective reported a priori
Patient, intervention and
comparator were adequately
described
Study subjects were
representative of the specific
surgical population
Pre and post-operative care was
described in detail

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Measures of variability were not
presented alongside averages
Lack of randomization and blinding
Recruitment for treatment and
control groups conducted over
different time-frames
Sample size calculation not
reported
Multivariate analysis was not
conducted
Measures of variability were not
presented alongside averages
Lack of randomization and blinding
Recruitment for treatment and
control groups conducted over
different time-frames
Sample size calculation not
reported
Criteria for SSI was not attributed to
any guideline or policy
Pre and post-operative hospital care
wasn’t described
Measures of variability were not
presented alongside averages
Lack of randomization and blinding
Recruitment for treatment and
control groups conducted over
different time-frames
Sample size calculation not
reported
Pre and post-operative hospital care
wasn’t described
Measures of variability were not
presented alongside averages
Lack of randomization and blinding
Recruitment for treatment and
control groups conducted over
different time-frames
Sample size calculation not
reported
Criteria for SSI was not attributed to
any guideline or policy
Multivariate analysis was not
conducted
Length of follow-up not indicated

CDC = United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; SSI = surgical site infection.
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APPENDIX 6: Critical Appraisal of Economic Studies
Table A8. Critical Appraisal of Economic Evaluations
Study, Publication
Year. Country
26
Singh, 2013,
United States

Strengths
•
•
•
•
•

Model design and inputs clearly
reported
Sensitivity analysis conducted
Discounted costs and benefits
A clear definition for the outcome of
interest (SSI) was given
ICERs were reported as the
primary outcome

Limitations
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Incomplete reporting of resources,
unit costs, and disaggregated
results
Details about intervention and
comparator (e.g. brand, material)
was not given
Time horizon not specified
Incomplete description of sources
of efficacy data
Productivity costs were limited to
hospital stay and death (disability
and post-hospital recovery not
considered)
No adjustments for currency or
inflation were noted
Limited generalizability to the
Canadian setting
Limited generalizability to different
types of surgery
Allocative efficiency could not be
assessed as cost utility analysis
was not conducted

ICER = incremental cost effectiveness ratio; SSI = surgical site infection.
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APPENDIX 7: Summary of Clinical Findings
Table A9. Surgical Site Infections Reported for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
Author, Publication
Year
19
Daoud, 2014
20

Diener, 2014
21

Sajid, 2013

Wang, 2013

18

Treated group, n/N

Control group, n/N

180/2323

273/2477

154/1557

193/1463

48/760

88/871

149/1726

227/1994

RR or OR (95% CI),
Heterogeneity
RR = 0.67 (0.54 to
2
0.84), I = 88.7%
RR = 0.67 (0.47 to
2
0.98), I = 50%
OR = 0.61 (0.37 to
2
0.99), I = 29%
RR = 0.70 (0.57 to
2
0.85), I = 29%

CI = Confidence Interval; OR = Odds Ratio; RR = Relative Risk.

Table A10. Surgical Site Infections Reported for Non-Randomized Studies
Author, Publication
Year
23
Okada, 2014
22
Fraccalvieri, 2013
10
Hoshino, 2013
24
Ueno, 2013

Treated group, n/N
4/88
35/240
30/455
1/200

Control group, n/N
16/110
70/240
72/596
8/205

2

Chi Statistic, p-value
NR, p = 0.034
NR, p = 0.001
NR, p = 0.002
NR, p = 0.020

NR = not reported; OR = odds ratio; RR = relative risk

Table A11. Surgical Site Infections by Sub-Group*
Sub-group

N
Studies

Treated group n/N

Control group n/N

Relative Risk (95% CI)

19

Daoud et al. †
Blinding
Double blind RCTs
Open label RCTs
Single Blind RCTs
Wound Class
CDC Class I
CDC Class II
CDC Class III
CDC Class IV
Diagnostic method
(other)
Operation Type‡
Colorectal or
appendectomy§
Cerebrospinal fluid
shunt implantation
or revision
20
Diener et al.
Excluding PROUD
study
18
Wang et al.
Population
Adult
Pediatric
Wound Class

9
4
2

132/1585
46/537
2/201

200/1825
53/502
20/350

0.65 (0.51 to 0.82)
0.85 (0.52 to 1.40)
0.23 (0.05 to 1.16)

8
6
4
1
2

75/1089
61/751
9/85
4/38
31/289

124/1220
84/683
19/74
1/38
45/437

0.63 (0.48 to 0.83
0.66 (0.48 to 0.90)
0.45 (0.22 to 0.91)
4.0 (0.47 to 34.16)
0.95 (0.62 to 1.48)

5

58/678

78/644

0.687 (0.470 to 1.004)

1

2/46

8/38

0.207 (0.044 to 0.961)

4

67/970

97/865

0.58 (0.38 to 0.91)

15
2

144/1582
5/144

219/1907
8/87

0.71 (0.58 to 0.87)
0.64 (0.04 to 10.1)
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Sub-group
Clean
Cleancontaminated
Contaminated/dirty
Type of Surgery
Abdominal
Breast
Cardiac
Length of Follow-Up
1 month follow-up
>1 month followup
Risk of Bias
Low risk of bias
Unclear risk of
bias
High risk of bias
Publication Type
Full-length
publication
Abstracts
Type of Suture
Vicryl Plus versus
Vicryl

N
Studies
9
6

Treated group n/N

Control group n/N

Relative Risk (95% CI)

80/820
53/566

117/977
79/580

0.73 (0.56 to 0.95)
0.69 (0.50 to 0.96)

2

8/42

12/45

1.10 (0.14 to 8.43)

7
3
3

53/695
12/138
31/380

85/867
19/130
52/553

0.69 (0.50, 0.97)
0.59 (0.30, 1.14)
0.75 (0.49, 1.14)

9
6

115/1117
24/453

156/1285
45/548

0.79 (0.63, 0.99)
0.56 (0.35, 0.92)

3
8

32/346
56/715

51/331
104/1034

0.60 (0.39, 0.90)
0.57 (0.32, 1.00)

6

61/665

72/629

0.85 (0.62, 1.18)

13

122/1460

181/1717

0.72 (0.58, 0.90)

4

27/266

46/277

0.61 (0.39, 0.94)

10

71/1022

109/1138

0.70 (0.53, 0.94)

CDC = Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; CI = confidence interval; RCT = randomized controlled trial.
Statistically significant results in bold
*Sajid Meta-Analysis21 did not conduct sensitivity analysis
†Full data was not available for all sub-groups
‡Results for abdominal, breast, leg, hepatopancreaticobiliary, lower limb revascularization, multiple site, other abdominal, small
intestine, sternal, and upper GI surgical subgroups were not statistically significant
§In text and in table relative risks were slightly but not significantly different
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APPENDIX 8: Summary of Findings of Economic Studies
Table A12. Results of Cost-Effectiveness Studies
Author, Year,
Country
26

Singh, 2014,
United States

Intervention and
Comparator

TCS versus
standard noncoated sutures

ICER( Costs per SSI Prevented), SSIs or Deaths
Prevented/1000 Surgeries
Hospital
Third-Party Payer
Societal
Perspective†
Perspective†
Perspective†
$4109 to 13975
$4133 to 14297
$40127 to 53244
saved per SSI
saved per SSI
saved per SSI
prevented
prevented
prevented
7 to 75 SSIs
prevented/1000
surgeries

7-14 SSIs
prevented/1000
surgeries

0.29 to 3.2 deaths
prevented/1000
surgeries

ICER = incremental cost effectiveness ratio; SSI = surgical site infection; TCS = triclosan coated sutures.
†Assuming 15% SSI risk and variable efficacy (5-50%)26
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